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Time Out

Campus Reminder

UM-St. Louis basketball
teams could use a time out in
their favor as they start the
decade dropping six staight
games

See St. louis Cardinal
Pitcher Greg Mathews
at the Basketball game
Saturday, Jan. 20.

See Sports, page 7
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Rolla Businessman Balks At
UMSL r Engineering Plan
by Kevin Kleine
editor

January 18,1990

, ~ersIty of JUuouri-SL Louis

I ••ue 654

end electrical engineering in a joint ef- .
fort between' the RGlJa and St. Louis
campuses and Washinton University.

A Business man in Rolla, Mo. active
The rolla campus already has a
in republican politics has sent a letter
to the governor and university officials graduate engineering center on this
objecting to the proposed engineering campus in the Blue Metal Office
Building.
. program at UM-St. Louis.
John Powell sent sent the letter after
his research had determined that there
The program is targeted ,towards nonhas been a 35.3 percent drop in enrolltraditional students who work and go
ment at the rolla campus since 1981. ...
to school part time. A committee
There is no need for any additional
established that there is a need in the
engineering 'program on the St. Louis
St. Louis area for such a program last
campus or any other college in
year in order for a formal proposai to
Missouri," Powell's letter stated.
be drawn up. Powel argued in his letter
Deputy to the Chan'cellor .M. Thomas
that duplicating programs is
Jones said that the administration at
unnecessary.
UM-St. Louis is aware of the concern
but they believe it to be unfounded.
"Any further duplication is not
justified and is purely political;' the let."There's a lot of support in the St.
ter said. "This would do a disservice to
Louis area for this program;' Jones said.
the taxpayers and the education system:'
"The program serves a group that the
RQ]la campus does not.
The governors office has not issued
The proposed plan goes to the Board
any
statement on the matter, but UM
of Curators Jan. 24 and 25 for approval.
Degrees would be offered in mechanical System President C. Peter Magrath

plans to stanp behind the proposal. A
spokesman for Magrath said that there
has been no policy change since the letter was sent, but said that the governor
does have line-item veto power which
could kill the program . .
After the curators vote on whether or
not to fund the project, the proposal will
go to the Coordinating Board for
Higher Education. Powell sent a copy
of the letter to CBHE Commissioner
Charles McClain, but no statement has
been issued by the CBHE.
University officials are optimistic
about the future of an engineering program here and view Powell's objections
as a minor obstacle. Support for the proposal has been strong in the state
legislature and among local leaders such
as state representative Niel Malloy and
former McDonnel Douglas Vice President Erwin-Branahl.
"I think everyone sees a compelling
need for this program;' Jones said.

J ob Market Bleak 'For
lCPS) - Spring-gradu~tes win face
a . tight, competative, job market.,
most observers agree.
"Things have been slOwer this
year," observed Peg Hallam ; career
placement director at Jacksonville

I

\

r

~pring

University in Florida. "We have noticed a decided decline in hiring during
the October through De£ember

Cloud, (Minn.) State University senior
who will graduate in March with a
marketing degree. "There's not a whole
quarte~'
lot out there:'
So have students. "It's kind of disapIn contrast to the 1988-89 job hunpointing, " said Mike Farrand, a St. ting season, when students reported
fielding multiple offers, two annual
surveys of grad's job prospects this year
present much more sober pictures.
Michigan State University. Which asked 479 key corporations and employers
about their nationwide college graduate
hiring plans, found the companies
forsee making 13.3 percent fewer job offers to students this year:
Michigan State survey director Patrick
Sheetz said companies cited a gloomy
view of business conditions in 1990,
mergers and buyouts, increased global
competition and slow turnover of current employees as the reasons they have
. had to cut back hiring plans since
1988-89.

,

\

Students linlt up at Purdue University's placement office for a job interview:
The some number of iolerviews, but fewer iob offers.
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICEIPURDUE PUaUCATIONS

Chinese Students Criticize Bush

(CPS)-Chinese students studying democracy movement., since it killI~ the Umted States say they are ed
an
estimated
3,000
disapPointed and confused by Presi- demonstrators last june in Beijing.
dent George Bush's recent reopenMany of the 42,000 Chinese
Ing of contacts with the Chinese ' students and scholars enrolled at
government and his vetoingofa bill US. colleges have actively continued
~hat would have allowed them to stay support for the dempocracy move·
In the U.S. longer.
ment With an elaborate fax network
. "Bush is t~o fl~ible with his value to relay information back home and
Judgements, ~ald one Stanford by plCketlng the Chmese embassy in
Umverslty Chinese student who Washington D.C.
~Ished to remain anonymous, fearEmbassy officials took pictures of
mg retnbutlOn from the Chinese the picketers, hoping to identify
government.
them.
"I thmk there is a real disappoint. President Bush said that the visa
ment among Chmese students;' add- blll w~uld have put America "in a:
ed Jo~n Pearson of the Bechtel In- stalghtJacket that would render us internatlOnal Center at Stanford, capable of responding to changing
where 197 Chinese students are circumstances."
enrolled. "Bush missed a real opporHe then issued a presidential
t~mty to stand up f?r the same prin- directive that allowed the students to
clples that are being espoused in apply for extened visas.
Ea.~tern Europe."
. "The White House claims it will
1 he anger and rese~tment stemm- Issue a regulation as effective as the
ed from the preSident s Nov. 29 veto stahlte. But even though we have onof a bill that would nave allowed Iy been in America shortly. we know
Chinese studen ts - many of them that a regulation and a statute are
marked. for trial ~nd possible not the same thing," read a statepersecution upon their return home ment Issued by the Independent
- to extend their VISas by four years Federation of Chinese Students and
and th en apply to become U.S. Scholars, which represents Chinese
residents.
nationals studying in the U S.
China's government has been
Slllce then, however, news reports
persecuting and sometimes ex- have revealed the administration has
ecuting leaders of the nation's pro- been carrying on diplomatic contacts

with China since the summer, despite
the wave of repression.
"Chinese students are very
frustrated," said the Stanford student." The problem is that many of
them are very naive about the United
States. They .think it is a paradise
and a base support for democracy.
Now they don't know who they can
depend on."
The National "Association for
Foriegn Student Affairs said an override won't change much for the
Chinese students.
"Although the presidential directive is independent [of the visa extension bill], it duplicates most of the
provisions contained in the le6islation," NAFSA said in an inform~tion
packet sent to Chinese students over
holiday break. "If passed in i1';s current form, it appears the bill would
not provide any additional immigration benefits which are not already
covered in the presiddential directive."
The anonymous Stanford student
who has been studying in the US:
since 1983, said he will return to his
country when the "situation is
suitable."
"We have no basic human rightsin
China, but before the June 4
massacre, I never really realized
that;' he said.

Grads Educat·on

This year many of the biggest firms
are cutting back. For example IBM.
always one of the most active recruiters
of new grads. (in Dec. 5 announced it
wDuld reduce it's U.S. workforce by
10,000 employees and "severely limit"
hiring in 1990, said spokesperson Co}·
lette Abissi.

"We will maintain a presence on campus, but we are really limiting hiring,"
Abissi said.
Recruiters visiting campuses.
moreovel; are being more selective than
in the past.
"We've had a lot of contacts by
employers, but hiring is another story."
reported Jacksonville's Hallam.
.
"You have to have the right degree
and the right experience or th ey won't
hire you," said Cindy Goebel. a fall
graduate of St. Cloud State who majored in applied sociology. "There's just
so much competition out there. They
can pick anyone they want."

"It's going to be a big game of musical
chairs, and somebody is surely going to
lose out:' Sheetz said.
At Purdue University in Indiana,
Of the six regions Sheetz surveyed,
where
about 27,000 on-campus interthe best place to look for jobs will be
views
were
conducted last year, the
in the Southwest- The next best is the
Northeast, followed by the Southeast. number of bookings are running at
North~Central, Sollth-Cenbal and Nor~ . about the same pace a..<; last year, said
career services director Richard Stewart.
thwest states.
Stewart, however, is guarded about
Employers said they'd offer 1989-90
graduates average starting salaries of predicting a banner year. "( 'm a little
$25,256, a 3.3 percent jump from last cautious that the market may be softenyear's average, Michigan State's study ing."
found.
"I don't see as many of the big players
For MJ3A grads, the average expected like liM being as aggressive. but it's
salary is $39,840, a 3.1 percent increase. hard to tell what effect that has;' he said.
Companies also promised $33,740 for
At San Diego State University,
master's degrees, up 3.3 percent, and
$37,111 for doctoral degree graduates. recruiting has been just so-so, said
The relatively small salary rises and Judith Gumbiner. director of career
limp job opportunities seem to stem services.
"The fall wasn't as active as others
from an attitude change in 88-89 when
employers feared there wouldn't be have been ," she said: "But the spring
should be more active."
enough grads to hire in the future.

Has
High-Tee F ture

CPS The year is 2000. and you've just
returned to campus. You'll start y ur
school year by picking up your class
schedule, buying books and checking
on your loan. Chances are vou won't
even leave you dorm room -to do it,
howevel: You'll be able to do all of those
things by using \'arious electronic
gadgets at your tlngertips.
And once classes start, you'll probably
be able to view somt! of your lectures
on your roum monitor. Need to do some
research? With your computer, you'll be '
able to scan the card catalogue at your
library, or for that matter almost any
library in the work!.
American campuses in general will be
populated b\' more minoritv and older
students who, in turn . will find most of
the mundane tasks of attending school
taken care of by technology, various
observers predicted when asked to envision what college life will be like at the
start of the new millenium, now ten
short years away.
"Technology is going to be sen'ing
students in ways we can't even conceive
of now," Martha Church. president ~f
Hood College in Maryland said.
Some of the concei\'able innovations
include satellite technology for interactive lectures and seminars. and fiber optic cable wiring that lets schools relav
video, audio and data into dorm room~,
stated Paul Bowers, a mass communications professor at Buena Vista College
in Iowa.
"A student in a dorm ought to be able
to access databases aml\\'here in the
world," Church prophesied. "We won't

have to keep expanding libraries,"
Just how such changes will affect
students is open to question.
At already-wired Mansfield Un iver..ity in Pennsylvania, for example, vice
president for student affairs, Joseph
Maresco, found that the lure of in-room
technology bas turned more studnts into "room rats" who have forsClken normal campus social life.
Many coJlege observers nevertheless
see the wiriHg of campuses cootinuing
unabated. regardless of the effect on
students' personal development
Soon student~ even will be able te get
their financial aid processed
electronically.
"What were going to see is more
done through automated procedures
with push-button telephones and computer tenninals;' predicted D~las Martin, head Qfthe National Association of
Student . Final'ld al . Aid
Administrators." We·re g0ing to get .lid 0
the paperwork."
The other big change in higher
education will be the makeup of its
studen~ both in · terms of cultural
backgrounds and of age.
One reasetl the average age on campus wiU rise istbat todav's students wjIJ
have to return to c1as~ in the futu
just to keep abrea,st of scientific
knowledge, which is growing at an ex
ponential rate.
' Robert Atwell; head of the America
Council on Education (ACE), the tu
dent body of the ne,xt century "will b
much more international in c:ha.raete
and less etflocentric." .

New Rules Cause Foul-Up In Many Fina.Deial Aid Offices
.
"The whole thing is stupid. It irks me because

(CPS) - Students nationwide may be .
getting only half of the financial aid
money they expected this month ,
caught in a surprise because the federal
government was late telling campus aid
offices what to do.
Aid officials, in tum, did not have time
to warn students that they may be getting their college loans in two installments instead of the 'usual one.
Some students will have to pay a
special fee to defer half of their tuition
until they ge(the second half of their
loan.
The new rules for gi\.ing students
th ei r aid checks took effect Jan. 1, but
the U.S Department of EducaUo-lJ:,
which administers most college programs, mailed letters explaining: the
• changes to aid officers, only a week
earl ier on Dec. 23.
The resul:t is, '1hat one observer call-

ed "frenzy" in many campus aid offices
around the country:
"The information has been sO
sporadic that we've had tons of calls ask. ing for help;' said Debra Angstadt of the
Virginia State Education Assistance
AUthority.
The scramble for help, said Jacob
Fraire of Tri SIne., a Washington D.C.based higher education consulting firm,
isn't surprising because the Education
Department didn't send the letters explaining the changes soon enough.
"The Education Dept. is still coming
out with changes, and unfortunately a
lot of the effective 'dates have already
passed;' Fraire said.
.
Education Dept. dfficials however, say
tneir hanEl's were tied because they
could nolr send a "Dear Colleague" letter eXplaining the changes until President Busru signed the law, called the

the students are the ones who get hUrl.

,,

or SLS loans guaranteed on or after
Jan. 1 1990.
The installments cannot excede more
than one half of the loan, an d th e second installment CCtnnot be paid before
·one half of the loan period ha'i passed.
Fore example. a student who is
guaranteed a $1.000 loan for this
semester would recieve $500 now and
the balan ce midway through the
semestel~

budget recollcilliation bill, putting them
into effect. Bush signed the bill Dec. 19
and the Education Dept. had the letter
out four days later.
"It would have been nice if they'd had
the foresight six months ago to send us
infonnation so that we could prepare
students;' said Wilma Kasnic, financial
aid director at Emporia State University in Kansas.
.
For students, the rules changes will

mean that, under certain circumstances,
they won't get the full amounts of their
loans all at once.
In an effort to keep student from
defaulting on their loans, Congress and
the preisdent decided that collegians
who get Stafford or Supplemental Loans
for Students would get the money in two
or more · installments, instead of the
usual lump sum. \
The new rule only applies to Stafford

"It's not so much a problem for finan cial aid administrators:' Kasnic said.
"But students are going to anticipate
receiving full loans and they won't have
the money."
Judy Simmons, financial aid director
at Midwestern State University in
Wichita Falls, Texas, agreed.
"It will definately cause problems
because students don't know the loan
will be made in two payments;' Simmons

said. "Most don't have the money up
front and will have to pay even more to
get their bills delayed."
"The whole thing is stupid," Simmons
said. I have nothing against trying to
lower defaults, but we're working like
crazy to do that. It irks me because the
students are the ones who get hurt:'
But not everyone thinks the multiple
disbursement plan is a bad idea.
• "1 think it's a good move," said Gary
Nichols, Iowa College Aid Commission
executive director. "It will strengthen the
Stafford loan program."
Since most students in Iowa get their
loans guaranteed before Jan . 1, they will
get the full loan in one payment, he
said.'
"There might be a few snags, but I
don't think it will be a hardship for most
students," Nichols said.

Two
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Thursday 25
-Little Green Men. The Deapartment of Physics will sponsor a colloquium on "Surface Atmosphere Interactions on MARS" in 328 Benton
Hall. C?ffee will be served at 2:30 in the Physics Library, 516 Benton
.
Hall wIth the program starrting at 3 p.m .

-St. Louis Symphony Orchestra will host a UM-St. Louis Nigth at the
Symphony. The program begins at 8:30 p.m. and features Scheherazade.
Tickets are available for $10 and $5. For more information, contact Gayle
at x5536.
.
-Getting Ahead. A workshop for education majors will be sponsored
by the Student National Education Association. The workshop is open
to all UMSL students. Refreshments will be provided. For more information, contact 481-4944.

Friday 26

Wednesday 31

-Numbercrunching. The Accounting Club will hold their first meeting
at 1:30 p.m. in 78 JC Penney. All Business majors welcome. For more
information call Leslie at .441 -2100.
'

Thursday February 1
-Racketeers. Teh UM-St. Louis Varsity Women's Tennis Team will have
an organizational meeting at 3:30 p.m. in Mark Twain 203. Far more information contact Pam at x5125.
-Economics. The Economics Club is having an open meeting for all
students interested in ~conomics at 1 p,m. in 445 SSB. For more information contact David at 645-1774.

·-Take Me To Your Leader. The Cahncellor will have open office hours
from 10:00 a.m . to Noon. Students and Faculty and encotJraged to stop
by.

Reverse Discrimination:lt's Not
Just For Fairytales Anymore

oblivion
by Shawn M. Foppe
managing editor

Picture it. Martin Luther King
Day, .several years ~o. It is cold.
F,lumes of snow Whlft through the
air, The hght dustIng of wmter lace
accoun.ts.for less than.one-half inch
of preCIpItation, Area schools are m
session. UM-St. Louis, which rareIy has a snow day cancels classes.
Days pass, President's Day arri~es
and sleet sends a glassy layer of slippery footing to the entire area Local
schools cancel classes to avoid
serious traffic accidents. UM-St.
Louis does not.
Meet JoAnn, JoAnn used to work
in University Relations. She was a
valued employee of the university
since the late seventies.
One Martin Luther King Day
came and black employees of the
university were allowed to miss work
that day so they could attend area
programs honoring King, They
received full pay for that day. JoAnn
was told that she had to work. If she
didn't want to work, she could take
a persenal holiday or take the day
off without pay.
Eventually JoAnn resigned her
post at the university feeling the new
chancellor was sending a very unfair
message to her white staff members.
Meet George. George is a UMSt. Louis student. George works for
UPS. This year when Martin Luther
King Day rolled around, George call·
ed UPS to see if he had to work. His
supervisor told him that he did.
When George reported to .work,

he noticed something very oddnone of the black workers were
there. His supervisor told him that
they had been allowed to take the
day off.
The previous three stories,
although edited to protect those involved are true. Many people claim
that reverse discrimination is a myth,
that it doesn't exist If yo u believe
that, then I've got some prime real
, estate to sell you in Florida.
Not only does reverse discrimina·
tion exist it is a Jot closer to home
than vou ~eaIize. In fact the Univeristy of Missouri, aside from the
previously mentioned cases, actively participates in reverse
descrimination.
UM-Columbia's admissions have
grown so much that last year
Chancellor Haskell Monroe asked
the Board of Curators for pennission
to alleviate overcrowding at Mizzou. ·
The Board reluctantly agreed to
allow Monroe to defer acceptance of
applications received after March 1
for the Fall 1989 Semester-unless
the applicant was a minority.
City Comptroller Virvus Jones
recently demanded that 40 percent
of the construction contracts and 50
percent of the professional work
associated with the proposed dome
stadium go to blacks. Jones theoriz·
ed that those figures were more
representative of the racial make up
of Sl Louis City.
What Jones fails to realize is that
the domed stadium is not the only
part of St. Louis City. It requires the
assistance and participation of st.
Louis County. Blacks do not account
for 40 to 50 percent of the
demographics of the entire

See Oblivion, page 6

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN JUST 1 DAYS!

a

Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs, frats, sororitites
Call OCMC at 1 (800) 932-0528 I 1 (800) 950-8472 ext.1

LIT MAG

HOW ABOUT THESE FEATURES:
-FREE HEAT

-PRIVACY GATE WITH GATE ATTENDANT
-BI-STATE BUS STOP ON SITE
-POOL AND TWO LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS
-A THOUSAND TREES IN A PARK-LIKE SETTING
-FLEXIBLE LEASES
.
-1 AND 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
-OAKWOOD FLOORS AND CARPETING
SPECIAL UMSL RATES FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY, STAFF (JUST BRING IN THIS AD)

TRY THE VILLAGE
WE'RE JUST MINUTES AWAY!
>

•

-LUCAS' .

, HUNt

VILlAGE

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Fri 9 am-6 pm
Sat 9 am-5:30 pm
Sun 11 am-5 pm

381-0550
5303 Lucas & Hunt Road
one minute north of 1-70

6¢each

The University of Missouri- St. Louis, LIT
MAG. is accepting poetry, fiction, photographs,
artwork, essays, reveiws, etc. for the 1989-90 edition. Submissions deadline is February 18, 1990.
Please leave your submissions in the LIT MAG.
box in the MSG offices in the University Center.
The sooner, the better. Remember to include your
name, address and phone number.
If you are intersted in reading and critiquing
submissions for this years edition, or if you are interested in joining a writer's workshop, leave a note'
with your name and phone number in either of the
LIT MAG. boxes and you will be contacted.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO KEEP A
COpy OF yOUR WORK! .LIT MAG.
DOES NOT RETURN MANUSCRIPTS!

"
•
"

•_.
••

"

.'

Self Serve Copies'

STUDENT WRITERS,
ARTISTS,
GET PUBLISHED!

., .,

WE'RE CHEAP AND WE'RE CLOSE BY!!
WHAT MORE DO YOU WANT
IN AN APARTMENT?

-

,-~ "

(

• Class Notes
• Event Promotions .
• Party Announcements
• Reports
• Term Papers
• Ne\.vsletters
• Flyers
- Organization Materials
Whatever you need to copy .. , whether you need one or one
hundred ,.. you can get it done, fast and easy~ at Kinko's,

Open 7 Days

524-7549
8434 Florissant Rd,
(3 blocks from campus)

kinko·se
the copy center

i
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This Valentine's Day, send your friends
and loved ones a Current classified
note. Submit y_our message at anyone
of the three Current classified boxes:
Lucas Hall, University Center or the
Blue Metal Office Building. The deadline is Friday, February 5th. It's free l

•
•"

.'
••

• • • • • • • •• "• •

'ED.ITORIALS
An Opposing View
Guest Commentary
by Dr. C. Thomas Preston, Jr.
Assistant Professor.
t
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• In the 1972 book Critiques of Contemporary Rhetoric, Dr. Kohrs Campbell in her criti- .
que of the public discourse of the Black Panther Party noted, "Let me state, unequivocally,
that because' am white, I am necessarily racist . . . In short this critique is a dialogue
among whites who live in a racist society and who, by action and inaction, perpetuate that
ricism:' Eightenn years down theline,Campbell's insight remains applicable to any discussion among whites of race within the United States, and provides the foundation of any
intelligent discussion among whites about issues such as the King holiday. Thus, the following
discussion of the January 18, 1990, Current editorial entitled "Columnist Disputes Holiday's Valididty" represents an attempt by a (hopefully) recovering racist to fight not only
that racism within, but that which plagues our society as a whole.
"
Among other things, the column suffers from five key flaws in its construction of reality.
First, it discourages discussion of social issues through its dark sarcasm and fatalism. Secomi, it perpetuates the myth that persons of African descent living in what we call "America"
are sub-human. Third, its ad hominem attacks on Dr. King distract attention from the "civil
rights" the article itself claims to stress. Fourth, it perpetuates the myth of the existence
of "reverse discrimination:' Finally, it reinforces the notion that whites are in the moral
position to distinguish between the "legitimate" and illegitimate accomplishments of African
Americans.
The lead of the column, "The Dream, is Dead," assaults the reader in several ways. Even
the most reactionary and Eurocentric of perspectives would reveal not only an unnecessary
comma and the logical inconsistency between the lead and the later call for the "Civil Rights
Day" to rep\.ace the King holiday, but the author's failure to a~dress why this holiday would "
be "less divisive" than the King holiday. Yet the problems wIth the lead go much deeper
than these technical and logical flaws. First, it encourages readers of any race to "give up"
on progress by pronouncing the "Dream" is dead. Second, .the death pronouncement would
have us abandon the dialogue necessary to even begiri to carry out the death sentence
against the evil of racism, either individually or as a society.
The second indictment of the column stems from its dehumanization of African Americans.
Instead of using language that appropriately protrays what King at least altemted to stand
for. it trivializes the issue by saying the holiday is for "a special interest group" and uses
the out..dated word "black" to refer to that "group:' Given the negative connotations often
associated with "special interest" groups and given that "black" refers to a color and not
a human, am I wrong to be revolted by these distortions of reality? And, again, if the holiday is really for a "special interest group;' then why is the columnist (not a member of
the "special interst group") so hysterical about the "ballyhoo"?
Third none of the ad hominem attacks on Dr. King deny what he did accomplish in
helping'to shape the attitudes Americans have about race relations. the column is correct
in that Dr. King would not necessarily ask for a holiday to be named after him. He didn't
risk arrest and water cannons just for the material "success" of having buildings and holidays
named in his honor. Yet it is a shame that In these 50-called progressive times of what the
column calls "legitimate" "black" accomplishments, any article asociated with a major urban university would focus our attention on alledged adultery and other tablid gossip and
away from the critical discussion of the racism (in other words, white racism) both within
ourselves and within our society. The allegation that only an assassin's bullet made King
a hero simply defies human e>.-perience-if that were really true, then why don't we have
holidays for Huey Newton and Malcolm X, who many consider the real heroes of the
"movement"?
Further defying human experience is the perpetuation of the notion of reverse discrimination. Just because the Supreme Court with its token representation of African peoples and
Dear Editor,
women declares that the nation is oppressing white males does not mean it is true. After
all, it is that same Supreme Court that not only helped legitimize the slaughter of many
This spring, if all goes well, I will
native American "savages" throughout history, but extended the life of the Atlantic slave
graduate from the University of
trade that brought not only death and destruction to many African peoples, but still blots
the moral fabric of the nation to this day. Even today, the Supreme Court's changmg comMissouri-St. Louis. I have been on this
position is moving away, not towards, the promotion of civil rights, as we c<II! see ?y such
campus for three years no\\~ and there
things as the re-legitimization of the death penalty which \\~ all know IS mamly aimed at
are many events, peqple, and places I
African Americans. In short, just because the "High" court says it isn't racist dowsn't mean
will
miss. One very important event for
it isn't so. Given the increasing e(:ooomic disparities in this fOuntry aIlQ the alarming declin~ •
me, is the Martin Luther King, Jr.
in enrollment among the.so-called minority groups in higher education, who would blame
ceremony.
anv member of these groups for reacting violently against this system? Yet Dr. King found
, . ho-pe in white Americans by still advocating and practicing nonviolence to focus attention .
Now what, you may well be asking
on the injustice in our society. Unlike those who wail about "reverse discrimination;' he
yourself, is so special about this parfound hope in those of any race, and a way to forgive. Although many younger African
ticular program for a white woman?
Americans understandably find this forgiveness frustrating, certainly it does give all in our
Well, I'll tell you. A celebration of vicsociety a reason to celebrate the Dream even if it is not yet anywhere near a reality.
tory over oppression on the part of one
Finally, I challenge myself and other members of the "powers that be" in our society
group is alway good news for all oppressto follow the line from the folk song that said "take a look at yourself and you may look
at others differently:' If we do so, we will realize that we are in no moral position to judge
ed groups.
between the "legitimate" and "illegitimate" African accomplishments in our society. Just
True, I'm not black, but I am a
because Dr. Barnett is our chancellor a.nd 'Terence Small is the Student Body President
woman, and any student out there
doesn't mean that all is fair for either them or the mass of African American society. Cerworth their salt must surely be aware of
tainly UM-Sl Louis's Bridge Program has helped the Uni~'ersity buck the national trend
the inequities still existing for women
toward declining "minority" enrollment recently, and certainly UM-Sl Louis has leape?
in jobs, healthc.are, childcare, housing,
ahead of ole Mizwu in celebrating the King holdiay. Yet still the Current's coverage of Small's
activities, the dearth of funding SABC affords ABC, and the minimal emphasis the CUfand other areas too numerous to
riculum places on the "non-Euro" requirements reflect society's disdain for both the .exmention .
pression and importance of the perspectives of African Arne.ricans. Of co~rse, when ~ whItes
True, I'm not black, but I am a
look at what we contribute to all of this, the self-reflection can be difficult as It reveals
member
of an invisibly disabled group.
flaws in character or thinking which defy simple solution, given the history of our racist
When people cannot see your disablity
society. It is ea.sy to attack another group or to accuse another within your group of b~ng
they make assumptions. When a
racisl This is not the intention of this response, because m some ways thIS author IS m
a position to do more than he has to fight racism and change attitudes. Rather, the purpose
is to spur a discussion that at least offers a spark of a hope that someday, even If not m
our lifetimes, the Dream will be realized.
.
This response does not outline all the steps needed to overcome the complex racism
Dear EdI'tor,
that has ravaged our society since before its inception. Perhaps Dr. Kmg w~ not a Salnl
Granted he did not represent real "black" leadership, and granted that seemmgly mfimtely
The freedom to' speak one's opinion
more needs to be done than merely offering the "civil rights" he suggested as an antitdote
openly and 'without restrictions is a
to racism. But he did give whites the choice of changing our attitudes, and if America is
to have a future, that is a choice we must begin to make both individually and co!lectively.
great American tradition and fundamenGiven this reality, the King holiday is not for a special interest group, but in,deed lor us all.
tal human right. Thus, I hesitate to
challenge a newspaper's editorial
prerogative (sic). But if Shawn Foppe
cannot refrain from insensitive, racist
commentaries, and if no one at the Cur·
rent can keep a muzzle on him, then
I am compelled to respond.
The achievements of Dr. Martin
The Current welcomes letters to the autho~'s name can be withheld by
editor. The wliter'sstudent number request.
The current reserves the right to
and phone number must accompany
all letters. Non-students must also in- edit all letters for space and style
clude their phone numbers. Letters consideration. The current reserves
should be no longer than tWo typed, the light to refuse publication of
double-spaced pages. No unsigned letters.
Dear Editor,
letters will be published, but the
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King Ceremonies 'Something To Be Proud Of
stranger asks, I usually opt for telling
them about my two rounds of lung
surgery or my one working kidney, but
because of the stigma involved in
psychiatric disablity, I rarely divulge the
true nature of how I qualify as a disabled student.
True, I'm not black, but I am a lesbian . and that fact has caused several
threats to life and limb on this very
campus.
True, I'm not black, but I am 52 years
old and, if my experience js like many
others of my age, when I have left these
hallowed halls I will, no doubt, find it
exceedingly difficult to become one of
the gainfully employed graduates
eminating from this esteemed
institution.
I've attended all three of the Martin
Luther King, Jr. ceremonies presented
on this campus and consider it ajoy and
a privilege; I never fail to be entertained, to be enlightened, to be encouraged.
I'm proud of our chancellor and our
campus for it's stand.; I join Dr. Thuhill
in the hope that the other University of
Missouri campuses will soon follow suit.

Censorship of Columnist

. Letters Policy

One thing does bother me, though .
There seems to be a great many
employees in areas such as maintenance
and the cafeteria who have to work on
this national holiday. Perhaps they could
be given an hour off to attend some part
of the observances.
Dr. Lorna William5 spoke of King's
challenge to America to "make it what
it ought to be" ~o one knew better than
King that the oppressed of America
deserved freedom, no matter what form
the oppression takes. Today it might be
a bias against a group to which I belong;
tomorrow the attack my very well be
against those fans of a particular rock
group, or maybe against those who wear
tee shirts, or perhaps the next target will
be - well, use your imagination .
A brilliant gem, set into this commemorative ceremony, . was a one-act
vignette by the touring troupe of the
Black Rep. The actors, Chris Anthony,
George Allen, Fannie Belle, and
Gregory Brown, told the story of Thkunda. Ron Himes, the director, never lets
you down. The play was apt, it was professional, it was thought-provoking.

Advo~a(ed

Luther King, Jr. need no detense, and
none is attempted here. However, the
advances African Americans have made
through affirmative action have recently come under fire; as Mr. Foppe points
out (editorial, 01118/90), the Supreme
Court seems to have denied affmnative
action programs the constitutional supPOIt they deserve.

wmte.s enJoy le.ss than equal advantages
. b
'
f
? H
In
usmess
an d educa.lon.
. as Mr.
Foppe noticed any shortage of white
faces in the classrooms on this campus?
And please recall that the Supreme
Court (who, we are told. "agrees that an
end must come to this reverse
discrimination") is itself, 89 percent
white.

Emily Cassandra Earth-Spirit

fought so hard tor, by speaking out
against racism when it is publically expressed, and by respecting the birthday
of a great black American, Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.

Scott McKelvie

Dream Alive
Dear !:.-·ditor

But reverse dlscnmmabon is a myth.
Does Mr. Foppe really believe that

Racism is an ugly fact of American
life, and I'm afraid I don't see that
changing in the near future. However,

King Champion Of Equal Rights

The Current sank to a new low with
Shawn Foppe's "Oblivion" column in

As if the Rep weren't enough, we were
also entertained by the UM-St. Louis
African-American Chorale Ensemble
and some fine musicians. They were
magnificent!
Tom Wagner, a campus minister and
familiar face at UM-St. Louis, gave the
invocation . He quoted an archbishop in
South America who was working in the
human rights struggle there: "Give a
poor man a piece of bread, and you will
be called a saint. Inquire into the causes
of his poverty, and attempt to irradicate
them, and you will be called a subversive, or perhaps a communist."
Whether you agree that there should
be a Martin Luther King, Jr. day or not,
whether you think that there should be
special days for person or that not currently considered for such an honor, or
whether you feel that there should simply be more consideration, across-theboard, for everyone's basic human
rights, when ne.xt January 15 rolls
around , do yourself a favor and go to
the ceremony. You'll be glad you did.

the Jan. 18 edition ("Columnist Disputes
Holiday's Validity:') Instead of the usual
inept reporting and poorly argued
editorials, the Current treated its readers '

with ignorance in its most viscious,
racist form. The column read like a tract
from the Klan, replete with spelling errors ("seperate") and demonstrably
stupid arguments, such as the notion
that white people have suffered because
of civil rights gains for blacks.
Martin Luther King served as an eloquent champion for equal rights and
non-violent resistance to oppressive
laws, yet Foppe dellpunces him as a
"lawbreaker" Absurdly, he points for
support to the Supreme Court's recent
inclination to reverse affirmative action
or otherwise diminish black civil rights.
If anything, this only underscores a continuing need to resist the law.
The King holiday remains long overdue, but Mr. Foppe calls it a farce. Then
he proceeds with farcical points about
whether or not George Washington
would have liked Abraham Lincoln.
"The Dream;" Foppe rejoices, "is dead;'
and any attempts to support the holiday just make African Americans seem
like a nuisance. This is the only point
in the column that makes any sense. A
nuisance of that variety would make
Martin Luther King proud, as it would
anyone who values equal rights.
J(enn Thomas

I would like to share a few words
regarding the recent editorial that
began with the sentence, "The
Dream Is Dead" and that supposed·
ly put an end to the so called
"hullabaloo" in reference to the
Reverend Dr. MaJtin Luther King, Jr.
Having recently attended a
celebration breakfast in St. Louis at
The Hyatt Regency Hotel-Union Station honoring Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr It was my privilege to
witness the fact that the "dream;' indeed is not over.
Having been involved in human
rights for the past twenty years or so
in such diverse locations as Providence, Rhode Island; Los Angeles,
California; Chicago, Illinois; and
more recently in Saint Louis,
Missouri - I had come to think that
much had been accomplished to
ease racial tensions. Being optimistic, I thought that the last twenty years had been a time of learning
and undoing the evil of racism. Sadly
I must admit that racism is still alive
and well.
To me this means that there is
much left to do. Racism simply cannot be tolerated. The dream of Dr.
Martin Luther King, h is for all people. All of us must be liberated from
this conflict that has held many of
us in bondage for what seems like
an eternity.
Loren Richard Klahs

Admissions counselor
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Flexing Muzzles: Campus Censorship From The Right
by Nat Hentoff

The ever-smiling Jerry Falwell, in closing down the Moral
Majority, explained that its work had been accomplishedits values had become part of the american mainstream. He
. was right, in one respect. For years, the Moral Majority worked zealously to banish "bad speech;' targeting "offensive"
books in school libraries, as well as "socially harmful"
magazines on newsstands.
Now, on American college campuses, ,there is a new, rapidly
growing legion of decency that is also devoted to punishing
bad speech. Its list of indefensible words is differeent from
Falwell's. Expressions od racism, sexism, homophobia, antiSemitism and prejudice against the handicapped are to be
outlawed. But the basic principle is precisely that of Falwell:
A decent society requires limits to free eA-pression, and if that
means diminishing the First Amendment, the will of the majority must rule.
Accordingly, on a number of prestigious campuses, a majority of students and faculty have concluded that censorship must be integral to higher education. As Canetta Ivyone of the heads of student government at Stanford
University-says, "We don't put as many restrictions on
freedom of speech as we should:'
A Quarter oif a century after the free-speech movement
began at the University of California at Berkley, helping fuel
the antiwar and civil rights campaigns, some of the brightest
of today's students are marching in the other direction.
This neoconservatism among liberals and radicals, blacks
and feminists, and even a number of Jaw professors, has its
roots in the very real racism that does exist on a number
of campuses. At Brown University, for instance, fliers were
. distributed reading: "Things have been going downhill since
the kitchen help moved into the classroom:' At Smith, four
black women received vicious racist letters. At Yale, the AfroAmerican Culture Center's building was emblazoned with a
White Power sign and a swastika
In reaction, black students and many white students have
joined to insist on the creation of codes not only of student
conduct but also of student speech. Administrators, often enthusiastically, have yeiJded to those demands.
There are now various codes of forbidden speech at Emory
University, the University of Wisconsin, the University of
California, the University of Buffalo Law School and New York
University Law School, among others.
The codes that have been adopted have not been limited
to epithets. Ori most campuses, a student can be
disciplined-or even expelled-for words that create an in·
timidating, hostile or demeaning environment for educational
pursuits.
Or a student may be put on trial for "racist or
discriminatory comment...or other expressive behavior
directed at an individual" -if the speaker "intentionally" set
out to "demean the race, se.x, or religion" of the aggrieved
complainant (University of Wisconsin).
These thou-shalt-not-speak codes are so vague and broad
that just a disagreement on issues such as affirmative action
or an independent Palestinian state can lead to a verdict that
a particularly vehement student is guilty of discriminatory
harassment against blacks or Jews.
Who will judge thew defendants? Administrators will, or
a panel of administrators and students. And if they are
ideologues and find the controversial political views of the
defendant repellent, the student can miss a semester or more
for being under the illusion that the university is a place of
free inquiry.
While the presidents of the Universities of Michigan and
Wisconsin, among others, have hailed these codes of prohibited speech, Donald Kennedy, president of Stanford, is
resisting the notion that students are being taught to think

for themselves by being told what they can't say. When you
tell people what they can't say, Kennedy has emphasized, they
will begin to suppress what they think
Already, in classrooms at some American colleges where
language is monitored-as it is at Czechoslovakian and
Chinese colleges-there are students afraid to explore certain lines of thought lest they be considered racist or sexist.
At New York University Law School, for example, were heresy
hunters abound in the student body, the atmosphere is like
that of the old-time House Un-American Activities Committee. One student describe!i. "a host of watchdog committeesand a generally hostile classroom reception regarding any
student comment right of center.'
At Stanford, the student organizations insistently demanding a code of forbidden language include the A~ian' Law
Students Association, the Black Law Students Associ?lion,the
Jewish Law Students Association and the Asian-American
Students Association. From these groups and the NYU Law
School will come some of the judges of the next decades,
and maybe even a Supreme Court justice or two.
The First Amendment is always fragile-witness to the fren~y to amend the bill of rights after the Supreme Court ruled
in June that the First Amendment protected flag burning.
But with students at prestigious colleges now intent on
limiting free speech · for a greater social good, the First
Amendment will become even more vulnerable to attack in
the years ahead.
But shouldn't there be some punishment of especially hurtful, insulting, infuriating words? When he was mayor of
Chicago, Harold Washington was asked to ponish those
responsible for inflamatory language that had gone out over
a city radio station. According to his former press secretary,
he refused, saying, "if I scratch one word, where do I stop?"
The current college codes began .in response to crude racial
and sexist scrawls. But now the language being scratched
out extends to any words that create a hostile atmosphere
or any language that "involves an express or implied threat
to an individual's academic efforts" -whatever that may mean.
There is also the damaging effect of these 'prospective
regulations on the very people who are insisting they be
safeguarded. Malcolm X used to talk about the need for young
people to learn how language works, how to disect it, how
to use it both as a shield and a sword. Above all, he though ,
blacks should not be fearful of language. They should not
let it intimidate them,but rather fight back when words are
used against them with more powerful words of their own.
If you read Malcom X's collected speeches and listen to
his recordings, it's clear that he was an extraordinarily
resilient, resourceful, probing master of language. Can you
imagine his asking to be protected from somebody else'sanybody else's-words?
I've debated black students about these speech codes. They
are highly articulate and quick with polemical counterpoint.
And I've askeq them why on earth they are running away
from language when they can trun a campus into a continuing forum on racism by using the vicious racist language
directed at them to illuminate what's going on there.
Moreover, by turning to censorship instead of challenge,
these students can well cut off the expression of speech they
themselves want to hear.
On ABC's Night/me some time ago, debating Barb;:ra
Ransby (a Ph.D. student at the University of Michigan and
founder of the United Coalition Against Racism), I posed this
quite possible scenario: A group of black students invite Louis
Farrakhan to lecture in a political science class. He comes
and says, "I want to explain what I said about judaism's being a gutter religion. I meant it, but I want to give you the
context in which I said it:'

There are Jewish students in the class and they claim
that-according to the university's code-Farrakhan has
created a hostile atmosphere. In my view, Farrakhan ought
to be able to speak anywhere he chooses, am! certainly on
a college campus. As long as the students have the right to
question him and argue with him, they'll have something to
gain from the experience. But under the speech codes of
more and more colleges, Farrakhan-having created a hostile
atmosphere-would Quite likely not be allowed on campus
again.
Is that what the black students pressing for speech codes
want? To have black speakers they invite on campus rejected
because of what they say and how they say it? Do women
students want radical feminist Andrea Dworkin barred
because of possible charges that she creates a hostile environment for male students?
Also overlooked by students concerned with artistic expression is that a hostile atmosphere can be created by a
painting or a piece of sculpture, because e.x-pression can be
graphic as well as verbal. When the University of Wisconsin's code was being debated before the state's board of
regents, E. David Cronin-then dean of OW-Madison's College of Letters and Science~testified that the code would, ..
..
indeed, chill students rights to artistic expression.
For example, some years ago, I was lecturing at the University of Wisconsin when a fierce fight broke out over a student's exhibition of of paintings in a university building.
Feminists claimed his work was outrageously sexist and
demaridedthat the paintings be removed. The administration
very gingerly upheld the artist and the very core of a university's reason for being: the right to freedom of expression .
But undeer the university's new code of propriety, that exhibition would be scrapped as fast as you can say "Edwin
Meese:'
.
Furthermore-and this is a poignant dimension of the rush
to virtuous censorship-it won't do a bit of good. Let us suppose that these codes were in place at every campus in the
country. Would racism go away? No, it would go underground,
in the dark, where it is most comfortable.
The language on campus could become as pure as bottled water, but racist attitudes would still fester. The only way
to deal with racism is to bring it out in the open-not suppress it.
One approach is to examine particular incidents on a particular campus and get people-and that includes blacksto talk about their own racist attitudes. This approach won't
work wonders, but, depending on th~ honesty and incisiveness of the faculty arid students leading these probes,
whatever happens will be a lot more useful than squashing
expression. And it may lead to specific, durable changes on
campus, whfch will also be a lot more productive than Quibbling over who created a hostile atmosphere and whether
or not it was done intentionally.
But the way the lemmings-administrators as well as
students-are going, the anti-free-speech movement may intimidate and harrass students for some time to come. And
it's scary. As lee Dembart-a former New York Times
repOlterwho is now a student at Stanford Law School-said
in the Times:
"It is distressing that the 'politically correct' view on cam-

pus these days seems to favor curtailment of speech. Oddly,
defense of the First Amendment is now an antiprogressive
view. Yes, speech is sometimes painful. Sometimes it is
abusive. That is one of the prices of a free society. Unfortunately, this is a lesson that has to be leamed over and over
again. No victory endures:'
Yet Dembart's veiws are held by only a besieged minority.
The voice of the regulatory majority is that of Sharon Gwyn.
a 1989 graduate of Stanford who wrote in the New York
Times;
"As a black woman attending Stanford University. I feel
that no one should be allowed to promote racially derogatory
ideas on this campus:'
~.
And beginning \\~th that simple preliminary statement,
campuses are being caught in a web of restrictions as these
from Emory University:
Forbidden is "discrirninatoryharassment," which "includes
conduct (oral,written, graphic or physical) directed against
any person or group of persons because of their race, color,
national origin, religion , sex, sexual orientation, age, handicap or veteran's statusand that has the purpose or
reasonably foreseeable effect of creating an offensive, demean. ing, intimidating or hostile environment for that person or
group of persons.
Anything you say can and will be used against you.
As an indication of the degree to wich American colleges
have retraeted from their reason for being, here.is a section
from the 1975 Report of the Committee on Freedom Of Expression at Yale (the celebrated C. Vann Woodward report):
"If expression may be prevented, censored or punished
because of its content or the motives attributed to those who
promote it, then it is no longer free. It will be subordinated .
to other values that we believe to bve of lower priOlity in a
university."
.
Yale has now reaffirmed the thrust of that report , but it
is incomprehensible to IlIany colleges and universities.
I lecture at colleges and universities around the country
every year, and I intend to say what I think about these
shameful speech codes. At some schools, I thereby may be
creating a hostile atmosphere in lecture halls where there
are students who say they crave censorship.
And that is precisely my mtention: to create an atmosphere
hostile to suppression of speech-for any reason.
Recently, friends of the First Amendment wer given reason
for hope when a federal district court in Michigan struck
down the University of Michigan's restrictions on student
speech as unconstitutional. They are too vague and overbroad, said Judge Avern Cohn, and therefore in violation of
the First Amendmenl The suit was brought by the American
Civil Libelties Union (A.C.L.U,). .
.
This is the first decision on ~niversity suppression of
speech, and since it is so clear. it may influence other courts
in other parts of the country to remind colleges and universities that they are in the business of free thought, not
regulated thought.
n

Editor's Note: This arlicle was reprinted wilh the
pennission of Playboy magazine. It onginally
appeared in the Jan. 1990 edition. January is
also National Freedom of the Student Press .
Month.
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Thursday, February 1
3:30PM
203 Mark Twain Bldg.

Any full time female student interested in trying out for the
UM-St. Louis Varsity Women's Tennis Team should attend
For more information, contact:
this meeting.
Pam Steinmetz, Head Coach 203 Mark Twain 553-5123
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Newman, Davido¥itch Light Up
by Mike Van Roo
movie reviewer

Pa:ul Newman tackles tlie
somewhat quirky love story as Louisiana governor Earl K. Long and his
affair with the voluptuous stripper
Blaze Starr with a character-actor
type approach in the Touchstone
movie Blaze.
The movie which thinly tells the
story of the romance between the ex}
governor and the infamous striptease
artist certainly leaves a lot of holes
in it according to the real story of
these two cartoon-like characters.
But again, it's only a movie. And
most movies taken from real life are
loosely based on the actual events
and people involved with the story
line.

r think the role of Earl Long if portrayed by less capable hands would
have made a. far less enjoyable and
watchable picture.
But Paul Newman shows his versatility in the role of the eccentric
former governor. Newman takes an
almost lampoonish attitude lin por- .
traying Long, who wasn't known as
the most rational head of a state
government.
Long was it very popular governor
during his tenure in the late 1950s

and the movie shows how respected and
admired he was by the people of
Louisiana,
'
The movie also highlights the many
"deals" that Long was involved with to
appease the local constituents. These
smoky back room deals showed how the
game of politics was played in that era,
Director ·Ron Shelton,' best known
from Bull Durham fame admitted that
"We took poetic license and historic
liberties" with the film.
Among them is was the simplification
of the involved reasons involving Long's
short stay at Mandeville State Hospital
aTJd the compression of time between
Long's heart attack and death.
Ldlita Davidovich does a fine job portraying the curvy Blaze Starr. The
Yugoslavi~:born actress adds an almost
smooth kind of femininity to the movie.
Certainly the nature of her profession
would lead one to think it would be por-trayed with less care and a more trashy
appeal to ?the viewer. But Davidovich
very quietly charms the pants off of
Newman.
,
Their first encounter in bed is almost
comical in nature as Paul Newman
literally kicks his boots in anticipation,
much like a charging bull going after
some innocent prey that might have
wondered into his territory.
Blaze is a entertaining movie, but not

a great movie. The costuming and location sites (The film was shot entirely in
Louisiana, notably in Baton Rouge, New
Orle~sand Long's beloved Pea Pat~h
farm m Wmnfield) adds an authentIC
touch to the film.
Another fine recreation was thl
notorious "Black Cat Club" and
"ShowBar" strip joints where Starr
made a name and image for herself. The
production designer had to design the
club interiors from compilation of images that where found at the Historic
New Orleans Collection. No other
·material was available for research since
burlesque houses didn't qualify as
historic landmarks.
But I thinklhe producers tried to be
too loose with so~e of ,the facts of the
movie.
Relevent to the movie was the fact
that Earl Long was married at the time
of his affair with Blaze Starr. I think an
angle with the wife should have been
mentioned somewhere in the movie. But
again, "historic liberties" were taken
with the film.
Paul Newman still displays a lot of
spunk for someone who is 63 years old.
This role probably will not earn him any
Academy Award nominations, but it
shows that he can still tackle a major
role with as much enthusiasm and vigor
as the young hunks in Hollywood today.

'Blaze'

GOOD OLE BOY:Paul Newman plays forJller Louisiana Governor Earl Long, who once ran for office
on the slogan "I ain't crazy" in the Movie Blaze. The movie is based on the love affair of Long and
Burleque queen Blaze Starr,
Ron Shelton summed it up best in his in the world and in his last year, Earl looks so damned good, I can't do
acclaim for Newman, "Paul Newman is Long looked worse than any 63-year old anything about. He's a great actor and
better looking than any 63-year old man man in the world. The fact that Newman a movie star."

New GroUDS Lack Creativity, Old Standby s Come Through
by Loren Richard Klahs
book reviewer
The Rock Yearbook 1990

As the 1980's came to a close, so did
the traditional record business. Vinyl
records (long-players and 45 rp~
singles) are veritable dinosaurs in the
current marketplace. Compact disc
technology has rapidly replaced the old
form. (Cassette tapes and video tapes of
popular music continue to thrive.)
However, along with the new and improved technology also comes a
phenomenon that might serve to stifle
creativity and choice in pre-recorded
music. With production cost escalating,
less choice is becoming the new
barometer in the musical marketplace.
When a certain product does become
commercially succeSsful, that product is
systematically exploited to the proverbial "max:' Such has been the case with
the better selling compilations of the
past year (eg. Girl }bu Know It's True
by Milli Vanilli became the year's mega-

monster by staying on the charts the entire year and culling four major hits:
"Girl You Know It's True," and "Baby
Don't Forget My Number," ''I'm Gonna
Miss You;' and the more recent "Blame
It On The Rain:')
Sales and popularity alone do not,
however, spell critical success. In terms
of sheer creativity, the finest album of
1989 belongs to rock and roll veteran
Neil Young with his exquisite recording
,"Freedom:'
Not only does freedom proveJhat Neil
Young neverreally left the music scene,
it transcends much of his p'revious work
and it more than forgives him of the selfindulgence that has plagued his recordings in the past four or five years. The
song "Rockin' In The Free World" by
Neil Young is also the besf Song of 1989.
Neil Young's comeback in 1989' proves that there is still hope in a
marketplace characterized by slick productions and an almost intolerable
tolerance for schlock. "Rockin' In The
Free World" is what rock and roll is all

about and the song is ripe with underlying satire and political comment
Another surprising comeback of sorts
in 1989 belongs to Prince. After the
disasterous Lovesexy enterprise of last
year, Prince ~ebounds with the Batman
soundtrack. '
Best video of 1989 belongs to Prince
with his "Batdance" complete with welledited dialogue from the motion picture.
Bizarre in content, "Batdance" remains
untouchable in production values.
The genius of Prince is still evident.
"Scandalous," another song from the
Batman soundtrack is another classic
from Prince. It is easily one of the best
songs of 1989.
Another memorable song of the year
belongs to the likes of U2 with 8.8.
King. "\-\'hen Love Comes To 1O\\'n" is
a near-pelfect blend of rhythm and
blues, rock, an9 soul music. B.B. King's
lIoice is the perfect vehicle 'for Bono's
finest offering of 1989.
There were some mixed emotions
regarding projects that were supposed

to be major enterplises in 1989. The
biggest disappointment of the year was ~
from John Cougar Mellencarnp. His
poorly received song "Pop Singer"
seemed to spell out Mellencarnp's problems. If he does not want to be a "pop
singer," then why doesn't he simply relinquish the stage?
Madonna continued her commercially
bland material, as her latest album proved that the bubble has long been burst.
She did, however, provide, us with some
of the more entertaining "ideas of the
year, and she even managed to garnish
considerable attention with her so-called
blasphemous video of the song "Like A
Prayer."
Not to be outdone, Cher posed in a
goofy costume surrounded by young
sailors in her banned video of "If !.
Could Tum Back Time.·' With th e USS
Missouri as a backdrop and her thirteen
year old son on guitar, Cher proved that
there can be adolescence after age 45.
Typically burlesque.
The Rock }earbook 1990 (St. Martin's

Beer Gaming Made Easy

Tears For Fears

Elvis
Hotline

No Led Zepplin
by Scott Brandt

reporter

It's got a nice beat, but I can't dance to it-then
again I can't dance. I give it a six:
This is the Tears for Feal's first release in four years.
This absence probably left many people believing that
Tears for Fears was just just another flash-in-the-pan
rock group-here today, goneJomorrow. Thars for
Fears are back and in a departure from passed work
their latest work The Seeds Of Love is a trip down
Political Lane, soulfully.
The music given to us by Tears for Fears is not my
personal cup of tea, Led -Zeppelin it ain't. Don't expect the OJ at your sister's wedding to play much of
this album. This is a good 'work, but not what you
want at 11:30 p.m. at your party, unless you want it
to end. The entire album has an underlying political
message. From "Advice For The Young At Heart" we,
get

by Greg Albers

columnist

':4dvice for the young at heart
Soon we will be older
When we gonna make it work?"

This song is basically an anti-apathy peice of work.
Too many people don't think about anything but how
they are going to pay the electric bill, and now what
is happening in the world around them. It is this
apathy that is going to cost the entire human race
the most-its very existence.
Tears for Fears has found a way to include both
politics and love into their songs with making the
overt political statement ala U2. The lyrics from "Year
Of The Knife" illustrate this well.
They say his famous final words
came from the heart of the man
He made his bed on love denied
He played Jeckyll and Hyde
Till the day he died.

A warring world of liznocence

~o

grave rnose first born cries
When life begins with needles alld pins
It end with sword and knives.

The song ends equally powerful with:
Whell life begins with needles alld pins
It ends with swords and knives
God save those born to die

Though this is not always the case, the song
"Swclrds and Knives" startS with a one, two combination Mohammed Ali would have been proud of.

Press, 324 pages, $16.95) may cease released a follow-up recording that has
publication after this decade. According b~en labeled competent but decidely
to editors in New York City, there is less uninspi~~d and less than exciting.
and less interest in a marketplace that
is forever changing to the tune of the '" A new breed of heavy-metal perthe likes and dislikes of a fickle formers emerged this year (ie: Skid Row,
marketplace. Quality has long taken a Warrant, Wingel; etc ... ) but for the most
backseat to garnish exploitation and part they are ultimately forgettable.
sensationalism.
Naturdlly there has been a continued
And again there were those enterinterest in the likes of The Rolling prises that became commercial
Stones and other groups that have monsters such as Bobby Brown's "Don't
maintained some kind of longevity. (ie: Be Cruel and Janet Jackson's "Rhythm
The Who, The Beach Boys, Chicago, Nation."
Jefferson Airplane, etc.._) but for the
most part, this year's new darling of the
Editors of The Rock }f!arbook-1990
music scene is quickly expendible.
seem to be losing faith. They predict
For example, a few seasons back The that the market is going to get more and
Beastie Boys were riding high on the more streamlined (due to production
charts. But .this year they couldn't find costs. consolidatiun of catalogue protheir audience. (Note: Adam Horovitz, duct, buyouts of music cOnipanies by
lead singer of the Beastie Boys, cross- multi-national conglomerates, and the
ed over into the acting arena and did fact that compact discs are expensive
an excellent job in his debut perfor- and that consumers will limit their
mance in the film Lost AllgeL,.)
choices.) Limited choices seem to be the
Last year's discovery Tracy Chapman wave of the future. Only tinie will teU.

A special merit is the vocals of Oleta Adams of Kansas City on "Woman In Chains" and "Badman's
Song:' This is one lady with a wonderful voice and
a lot of emotion in her singing. She deserves an

album of her own.
"The Seeds of Love" is not aimed at anyone
IT aI f ti
't'
shot t all h
't Th
po 1 IC ac on, I IS a
a
umam y.
e,
message here is that unless we put a stop to the use
of dmgs, violence, anns race, racism and rampant
environmental abuse this fragile world of ours is go. t0 heII 10
. a han d bas k'et .
mg

.
.
For those Tears for Fears fans or rabid concert
goers (those that must see everybody that comes to
town) Tears for Fears will appear at the Fox on
Febmary 7th.

Being the lover of the arts that I am,
I'm always on the lookout for new classic
pieces of literature. "The Complete
Book of Beer Drinking Games"
(Mustang Publishing, $5.95, 127 pages.)
must certainly be classified as a
monumental gift to the ages. Well .
maybe not, but it's perfect light reading
for people that are as deranged as I am.
It \vas written by derelicts for derilicts_
Authors Andy Griscom, Ben Rand and
Scott Johnston dedicated this collection
of 50 sudsy party games to their parents
for funding four years of research, also
known as college.
The games are categOlized by their
"Boot Factor" from one to fil'e. The
higher the rating, the greater the
likelihood of players getting sick. With
games with a Boot Factor of five,
however, the question is not will a person get sick, but when . They can get
pretty nasty.
Obviously, this book is not to be
taken too seriously. It's just about having some fun with a topic dear to the
hearts of many college students. It is not
recomme.nded that anyone ghould try a
Boot Factor five game wlthout first notl"'ing 'our next of ki A d I k
'1 . }
.
n.. n.
now
you ve heard th~sd a ~111lhon tImes. but
some peop e JUS on ~ get the message:
DOh-NOT,
d I under any cIrcumstances ' get
,
be III t le wheel of a car when you ve
had too much to dlink. Is that clear?
This column is just for fun. Please, it's
not worth risking your life and the lives
of others for.
I'll step down from m ' so b
a
One of the best secti~ns ~ th~\~o:
is the beginning of the mles to Beer

Golf (Boot Factor 3). "Some people play
golf sobel: Really. We don't. Ever.
Neither should you."
Another highlight is in the description of a game called "I Never" in which
a person makes a statement beginning
with the words "I Never," and whoever
can't truthfully agree with the statement
must drink. It reads, "All you hal'e to
do is mak~ some outlandish 'I Never'
statement likE! ,[ never have had sex with
anyone in this group' and then wait to
see who drinks. The potential for abuse
is unlimited."
The book contains such old favorites
as Quarters, Beer Pong, Beer an Inning and Tang. It also introduces more
obscure games as Chug Boat/Hi Bob
and Dunk the Duchess.
Mixed in with the ganles are lists of
30 synonyms for beer, 35 ways to say
"getting sick," 20 ways to say "dlink,"
and 75 expressions for getting drunk,
many of which are quite creative and
amusing.
In addition, there are scattered
throughout the book. lighthearted
essays about the many joys of guzzling
brewskis and male bonding stuff like
cow-tipping and opening bottles with
your teeth. These are guaranteed to
bring a few smiles and arouse a few
memories among the can-biting clan.
"Pouring beer on your head requires
little dextelity and even less intelligence.
It is, however, good for a laugh and is
a great thing to do just before passing
out. This moronic practice also leaves
your hair shiny, clean. and manageable."
This book could be described as
hilarious, silly or immature. depending
on your point of view. One thing it could
not be called. however, is bOling.
Whether it talks about tossing your
cookies (and it does so quite alot) or
about the role of beer in classical music,
it is always entertaining.
This truly is the ultimate brew hound's
handbook. if you like drinking beer, or
even if you just like reading about drinking beer, this book is for you.

,'Back To Future' Entertaining, But' ]Ulnps ArOllnd Too Mu ch
by Jeffrey Hill

movie r\lviewer

"Back To The Future II" reunites the
entire east (minus one) from the onginal
hitfiack To The Future." Miclleal· 1.
Fox reprises ·his role as seventeen year
old Marty McFly and Christpher Lloyd
returns as Doctor Emmett Brown, the
,ciL'ntist who has built a time )1lachine

out of a Deloreon.
This flick starts where the origin~
ended in 1985. Doc Brown, Marty and
his girlfriend, ';ennifer, must travel to the
year 1015 to rearrange events concerning Marty's son. As in the original film,
Doc · Brown explains to Marty not to
alter anything except what he is told for
it may have an influence on the past.
This doesn't exactly work for Marty so

the chaos and adventure begins.
Fox has five different roles in this film.
He plays the Marty McFly traveling
through time, Marty McFly as a fortyseven year old, and his son and
daughter as teenagers, Since they travel
back to 1955 again, Fox had to reshoot
some of the scenes from the original including the Johnny B. Goode song_
This time Biff (Thomas F. Wilson)

gets an extended role. lie is up to hIS
usual games of bullying people, because
even in the future Biff is still the same
as he was at seventeen. Wilson does a
terrific job with this role. He is
something to be seen.
The only one not returning was
Crispin Glo\ler as George MeFly. There
is a scene with George McFly in the
future, but it's not Glover. The reason

IS uncertam . Some report he wasn't offered enough money, while others report
he said "He had done the role of George
McFly and it was a finished charactec"
This film is extremely entertaining
and funny. The only complaint 'l have
is that it jumps around from year to year
too much. It starts in 1985, goes to
2014, back to 1985, and then back to
1955, all in less than two hours.

The film grossed over 40 million
doUars during the Thanksgiving holiday,
breaking the record of 31 million dollars
set by Rocky IV in 1987_
If you see the film , which I hope you
will, the filmmakers had an idea this
would happen, for "Back To The Future
II" ends in 1955 and we are treated to
scenes for "Back To The Future 1II" to
be j'eleased in the summer of 1990.

Oblivion
_

from page

metropolitan area-20 to 30 percent is
more accurate.
What Jones doesn't realize is that
there are not enough qualified contractors and professionals to fulfill those
quotas. Those quotas would force the
city and county to go outside of the area
for contractors which would result in
higher construction costs, not to mention less accountability on the part of
contracto rs.
All St. Louis needs to boost its local
image is for a badly constructed stadium
to collapse like the Hyatt Regency
walkway in Kansas City.
Aside from that, the use of minority
set-asides was struck down last year by
the Supreme Court. Jones talks a good

2

line of bull, but he hasn't done his
homework-how surprising!
Affirmative Action leads to broad
separation of the races. In trying to
create a society that is equal, it produces
a society where the minority is "more
equal" than the majority.
Discrimination and racism are wrong.
But even children know that two wrongS
don't make a right.
When the Supreme Court struck
down a Richmond, VA. municipal ordinance that required 30 percent of the
city's public works funds to minorityowned construction companies, Justice
Antonin Scalia was one of the key voices
in supporting that decision.
Scalia said that programs such as M-

firmative Action and minority set-asides
are not the ends that justify the means.
In other words, society's discrimination
of minorities in the past does not warrant discrimination against the majority as a solution.
Scalia said, "The difficulty of overcoming the effects of past discrimination
is as nothing compared with the difficulty of eradicating from our society the
source of those effects... A solution to
the first problem which aggravates the
second is no solution at alJ:'
Whites HAVE suffered because of .
civil rights-gains for blacks. If you don't
believe so, it's time to wake up. It's the
nineties; rose-colored glasses went out
with the sixties.
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CAREER DAY

CAREER DAY

a
Wednesday, Feb. 7
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 9

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
72 J. C. Penney

72 J. C. Penney
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AS~AN ARMY NURSE, YOU

GO RIGHT TO THE
FRONTLINE OF HEALTH CARE.

.d206·A los Angeles CA 9002'.:.

Whether you're in a modern hospital, working on the
front line of nuclear medicine, or in a field hospital, when
you're an Army Nurse,
you're right in the center of the action.
. The Army offers
the dedicated nurse:
• a professional
environment
• direct, hands-on
expenence
• opportunities for
promotion
• responsibility and
respect
As a vital member of the Army's heaith care team,
you will be able to apply your talents to a full range of
nursing clisciplines. And as an officer in the U. S. Army,
you will have an opportunity to develop and practice your
leadership and managerial skills.
If you're ready to challenge yourself again, it's time to
talk to your local Army Recruiter.

SERGEANT MARTIN
821-4386
SOUTHWESTERN BEI.L CORP.
BROWN GROUP

MCDCtilfELL DOUGLAS

EMEP.SiJ!'; ELECTRI C
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EME..'qSON ELECTRIC acd.
ANDERSON CONSULTING
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S TR UST CO and

The Video
Instructional
Program. -

We've got it! *
* Transfer into our program
(before, on, or even after the Feb. 6 drop/add deadline)
and recover your enrollment fees!

Sign Up Now!

Next session begins March 15

Earn College. Credit
At Home spring '90
through telecourses offered by St. Louis Community College on KETC-TV, Channel 9
and the Higher Education Cable Channel (HEC).
Most courses begin the week of Feb. 3, 1990. Earn college credit for each of the
~
.
following: y .
BUS:104
Introduction to BusinesS
MKT:501
Introdu'ction to Marketing
Administration
PE:274
Health and Personal Hygiene
DP:116
Microcomputer Literacy
PSC:205
Constitutional Issues
FRE:102
Elementary French II
PSY:200
General Psychology
GEO:100
Earth Science
PSY:203
Child Psychology
~ HST:102 -'. American History II .
SOC:101
Introduction to Sociology
HST:126
World Civilization II
SOC:204
Marriage and the Family
HUM: 114
Exploring the Arts
For enrollment information and a descriptive brochure, call the Telecourse office,
Information and Telecommunications' Resources, at (314) 644-9798.

Courses air on local cable stations and are available in UM-St. Louis Ubraries

Video Instructional Program •

553-5370

St. Louis Community College
Florissant Valley • Forest Pari( • Meramec

_--------------EdutGtion that Works.

SAl. NilE
COMEDY CLUB
2 SHOWS EVERY
SATURDAY 8 PM & 10 PM
Featuring The Very Best
In local and National

Touring
Comedians

TAVERN COMPANY &
COMEDY CLUB

Must Be 21 Years Of Age

11601 W. FLORISSANT

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 837-1181 LIMITED SEATING
AVAILABLE

ADMISSION $2.00
with student 1.0.

BI-STATE INFORMATION DAY'
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31,1990
10:00 AM - 1:00 PM
;

-

UNIVERSIN CENTER LOBBY

Search Begins For
1990-91 ·C urreo·t
Editor
The Senate Student Publications Committee is now excepting applications
for the position of editor of the Current for {he upcoming accademic year.
The editor is responsible for the overall administration of the paper and setting editorial policy
-Applications may be picked up in room 1 of the Blue Metal Office Bldg. located
near the intersection of East and Mark Twain Drives on the north side of campus.
-Return the application by Feb. 28 to the Chair of the Student Publications Committee allong with aeover letter, clips, letters of receommendation and references
in a sealed envelope. Send applications to:
Sarapage McCorkle
307 SSB Tower
UM-St. Louis
8001 Natural Bridge Rd.
St Louis MO 63121
-Prepare a detailed evaluation of the Current and a five-minute oral presentation for the committee interview to be scheduled after the deadline.

Bi-State reprE?sentratives will be
available to answer your questions about
riding the bus. Stop by and find out how
Bi-State can say! you time and money!

SPONSORED BY
UNIVERSITY CENTER/STUDENT ACTI"(ITIES ;.
DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS . ,
I

Final Deadline: Feb. 28
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Boxing
Getting Too
Punch. Drunk

I

Roo's
Roost
by Mike Van Roo
contributing sports writer

\
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NCAA Changes Basketball Rules
by David Barnes
sports editor -'

((

. Changes are important, necessary and
but they're going about it the
wrong way. , ,

Reducing trainingtirne and ' the
number of basketball games are two
ne~ded,
results fro_m the recent NCAA annual
convention.
The measures were undertaken to increase study time for athletes and to
reduce costs, said UM-St. Louis
Athletic Director Charles Smith.
Division II teams, such as UM'--St.
Louis, will play 25 games a season startingin 1992 as opposed to the present Rich Meckfessel.
28.
Schools will be prohibited from beginEliminating three games, he said, will
ning conditioning of basketball players not add many study hours to a student's
until October L The teams won't be semester. Meckfessel said the total time
allowed to have flo.or practice under a needed for a home game is three hours
coach until November 1.
and for an away game it is the same plus
Presently, conditioning can begin at the travel time.
the start of classes and the head coach " . Furthermore, he ' said one of the
can lead practice on October 15.
games to be eliminated would probably
"It's just a cosmetic move by the be on a Saturday and that "students
presidents in attendence at the conven- wouldn't be studying on a Saturday
tion:' saia UM-St. Louis heaq cn~rh ni,M"

-Rich Meckfessel
Meckfessel also dislikes delaying the
start of conditioning. "Players do better when they are in a structure with
discipline and direction;' he said, "If the
coach doesn't see them every day it
eliminates the coach's influence on
students:'

UM-St. Louis already keeps track of
its athlete's graduation rates. 58 percent
of student athletes get their degree in
five years. For the general student body
the rate is 1/3 said Glenn Allen , Associate
Registrar.
.
"The presidents zeroed in on basketball when there are other sports with
long practices and take atheletes away
from class more than basketball. If they
want to be fair about helping students
they need to study all sports and not just
basketball," Meckfessel said.
He reccomends that the NCAA "do
a surve.y on all sports to find out how
much time is spent in practice to time
in elass."
"It's a good surface move but if you
look at the whole issue that's not
necessarily the best thing for student
athletes;' said Walker, "We provide
tutors. We have mandatory study halls.
We give our players every chance to
graduate."
Meckfessel prefers a system with grade
point average minimums.
Junior college transfers and juniors
and seniors would need a 2.0 average,
freshmen a 1.6 average and sophomores
a 1;8.
He said that system would be "more
effective than shortening practice time
or cutting th~ season."
Meckfessel said changes are "important, necessary and needed but they're
going about it the Y;'rong way."

The boxing world suffered another
of the team, he said, "For a school like
black eye a week ago Monday, when
us
it hurts. Every year we play at least
those two rotund rumps, George
one
or two Division I teams. It gets us
Foreman and Gerry Cooney hook"It's a proven fact that athletes make a little guranteed money plus it's good
ed up at Caesar's Palace in Atlantic
better grades during the season then for our players to play against [them]."
City, NJ.
out of the season;' said assistant coach .
The Division I organizations will have
Dubbed the "Geezers at Caesar's,"
Bill Walker.
to reduce their schedule, Walker said,
this cattle call proved that almost
As for the effect on the playing skills and "the three they're going to drop are
anybody will do almost anything for
against teams like us."
money.
"If I thought it would give them more
Why this fight was even sanctionacademic time I would be in favor. But
ed by the powers that be in the boxing world is a joke.
if it cant be proved I would not be in
by Mike VanRoo
favor of it. We will have to wait and find
And why anybody \vould p~y to see
contributing sports writer
out," Smith said.
this farce (some \ in the crowd
reportedly paid as much as $400 a
Although it is not yet official , Smith
seat) is even a bigger mystery to me.
The UM-St. Louis men's and
said that the NCAA will start tracking
These two overweight, out-Qfwomen's basketball teams had successful
graduation rates of Division I athletes
shape and over-used fighters should
back-to-back triumphs over Lincoln in 1991 and Division II in 1994.
have hung up their gloves many,
University of Jefferson City, Mo., Saturmany rounds ago.
day night at the Mark Twain Building.
This bout which lasted all of four
The Riverwomen started the evening .
minutes and 57 ~conds ended when
by breaking a four game losing streak
Foreman sent the'lumbering Cooney
with their 96-78 victory over the Tiger!'by David Barnes
coach Rich Meckfessel about the
to the canvas in the second round_
rettes. Monica Steinhoff lead all scorers
sports editor
changes.
"[Th e money] is going to
. The sport of boxing has taken too
with 26 points, while Lisa Houska addcreate more pressures:'
nianyblov.'S to the head in recent
ed 21. Sherri Byrd lead Lincoln with 25
The NCAA announced that it will now
Meckfessel said he would rather have
years. No longer is there the "great"
points.
pay Division II basketball teams $50,000 the Division II tcurnament be more like
rnatchups of Joe Frazier-Mohammed
. The Riverwomen jumped off to a early
for each game they play in its post- the Division lII .tourament, which allows
Ali, Sugar Ray Leonard-Roberto
15-5 lead as they had some good initial
season tournament.
40 teams.
Duran (the first one before "No Mas,
success with finding the open player for
A team playing in every game of the
"With S100,000 available to teams
")
t
tc
easy
shots.
Kris
Earhart
and
Thmmy
No Mas, e C., e .
.
tournament would bring home who go several games, it causes people
Maybe boxing has outlived itS
Putnam scored the first two baskets of
$250,000.
to take shortcuts," Meckfessel said .
usefulness and purpose in being a
the game for UM-St. Louis as they
The money comes from the recent $1
The NCAA also initiated a year-round
. sport that one looked fonvard to in
were left all alone under the basket after
.billion contract signed by CBS with the drug testing program for Division I
anticipation for weeks and months
some fine passing by the Riverwomen.
NCAA.
teams to identify athletes who take
at a time after a major bout was anLincoln cut the lead down to 16-13
Previously, only expenses were paid steroids during the summer.
nounced. Now it looks like a lot of
before the Riverwomen went on a 14~0
and, if teams were lucky, $500 a game.
For Division II teams, there is now
the "l'1ain Event" fights are
streak as Monica Steinhoff hit four
The Division II championship game random testing. UM-St. Louis has had
overblown and overhyped. Kind of
baskets, and Lisa Houska added four
will also be broadcast on the CBS its own random drug testing for several
. like mo~~ S~p~L,Bo~~.
.~ -a.. _ ~, free tlrrows, and Kristen Kinker two freenehl'ork.
years. "We think it is a good thing." said
1
The ridi:culous~ums of money that
throwS niliat"scoring stretch.' •
The UM-St. Louis Rivermen can Athletic Director Charles Smith. "We
are paid for these swollen and aging ,
Bolli feams traded baskets back-and
participate in the tournament bv either don't want athletes on chemical
fighters is a disgrace. Maybe they get!
forth through most of the rest of the first
winning the MIAA conference or- b\' hav- substances."
their greed from baseball for the
half, with UM-St. Louis ahead at the
ing a win-loss reco rd outsta~din6
No Rivermen has ever been found to
belligerent overpayment to so-so and
intermission 52-31.
enough to be selected bv the NCAA have taken illegal drugs. "We've been
average players.
Kelly Jenkins starred for the Rivercommittee.
clean. and I'm very proud of our
The Foreman-Cooriey fight is just
women in the second half as she scored
'" would have preferred to see them athletes." Smith said. "There's no prothe latest example of "The system beall of her 11 points after half time, in- Pilz' Spilz:Chris Pilz takes a dive trying to get the ball in the hoop Jan. open up their toumament ' to more blem with dtllgs."
ing used and abused:'
eluding four break-away layups as 20 against Lincoln. The Rivermen beat the Tigers 80-78.
teams:' said UM-St. Louis basketball
George Foreman shouldn't even
UM-St. Louis did a great job of breakbe fighting anyone these days.
ing the Tigerrettes' faU court press.
them their biggest lead of the game at
. Missouri on Jan. 10. "Chris' game is still seconds left, it appeared that
country at 3-point goals made per game,
Foreman is 41 years old and tips the
The Riverwomen opened their big- with 3.4 and is 12th in 3-point field goal
half-time, 48-36.
a little slow because of his ankle: ' Longmeyer knocked the ball off of one
scales at 25:3 pounds. give or take
gest lead of ·the game at 70-44 as percentage at 45.8.
Meckessel said. "But he's coming along of the Lincoln players in a scramble for
After that scoreless first five minutes
a pound or two or three, depending
Jenkins stole the ball at half court and
and should be at full strength by next the loose ball after Lincol n missed a
of the game, Stan Longmeyer came off
As a team, the Riverv.'omen are the
on what he ate that day.
took it in for an easy two points.'
week."
shot. But after reversing his decision.
of the bench to help spark the
number seven scoring team in the naAnd Cooney who is 33, weighs in
"It was a big win for us," head coach
Rivermen.
Longmeyer
scored
all
12
of
UM-St. Louis had several chances the referee gave the ball back to
Bobbi Morse said. "Since we started out tion with an 89.3 average per game and
at 231 pounds. These guys would be
his
points
in
that
first
half.
in
the second half to put aw3.;' the Lincoln.
also rank seventh in 3-point field goal
more apt to try out for the intema0-4 in the conference, we really rieeded
Tigers, but failed to do 50 .
"Stan Longmeyer played a terrific
percentage with 43.2.
.
Lincoln missed three more shots in
. tional sumo wrestling title.
the win :' She also cited the play of Kris
game," head coach Rich Meckfessel
The Rivermen had a 54-44 lead with the final 12 seconds includi ng a 3-point
The Rivermen finished up the night
More ridiculous than this fight,
Earhart, who finished the game with 17
said. "Some starters weren't playing well
14:36 left, but Lincoln outscored UM- attempt that almost went in. With 4
with an exciting 80-78 victory over the
was the post-fight desires of Foreman
points and a game-high 6 rebounds.
early,
and
Stan
was
one
of
the
guys
who
St.
Louis 32-22 over the next 13 seconds left, the last Lincoln shot missto fight Mike Tyson.
The Riverwomen continue to be pro- Tigers of Lincoln in a game that came
came in and played hard and helped
minutes to forge a 76-76 tie with 1:40 ed and was deflected off of several hands
down
to
the
last
seconds.
Nobody today can or will beat
lific in the scoring stats released last
supply the defensive press for us."
left in the game.
and rolled all the way back to the
Lincoln started the game with an 11-0
Mike Tyson. Even George Foreman
week by the NCAA Division II.
Another
contributor
to
the
great
first
Von Scales hit a key bank shot from Rivermen basket before a Lincoln player
in his heyday as the heavyweight
Monica Steinhoff is second in the na- lead, before UM-St. Louis' Mark
half comeback .I:as Chlis Pilz, who also
just outside the left side of the foul lane could pick up the ball. He did, but the
champ in 1973-74 wouldn't stand a
tion in scoring at 29.3 points per game, Stanley canned a 3-point shot at the
scored
12 points in the first half inwith 1:25 left to put UM-St. Louis up final hom sounded.
chance against Tyson and his deadbehind Kim Brewington of 10hnson- 14:59 mark of the first half. The
cluding two 3-point baskets.
'
78-76. Lincoln's Kevin Norwood
I), fist-iron punching.
Smith, who leads with a 31.9 average. Rivermen then proceeded to go on a
"The win gave us some co nfidence,"
responded with a layup with 58 seconds
"We
got
off
to
a
slow
start
and
miss45-25
tear
the
rest
of
the
half
to
give
So who does Foreman and his
Steinhoff also is ranked fourth in the
Meckfessel
said. "But we slili have a
ed some early shots," Pilz said. "But
left tc tie the score at 78. The Rivermen
, promoter Bob Arum think they're
ways
to
go."
then we started settling down. We're
th en worked the ball down into Scales
trying to prove by duping the public
having a ro ugh yeaJ; but our defense has
where he was fouled with 36 seconds.
Chris Pilz lead the Rivermen with 20
into paying for a Tyson-Foreman
He hit both free throws, putting the points, and James Williams tallied 15.
started to create some points for us. linbout?
coln has some good athletes who husRivelmen on top 80-78.
While in addition to his 12 points, Stan
If George Foreman thinks he's
tle alot and also go to the boards a lot:'
The
Tigers
had
several
chances
lo
tie
Longmeyer passed off for 9 assists and
earned a chance to run up against
or win the game in the remaining had 2 steals. Gerald Green of Lincoln
Pilz looks tolbe fuJly recovered from
"lron-:/I1ike" and . his deadly right
seconds, but failed to do so. With 12 lead all scorers with 24 points.
his ankle sprain suffered at Southeast
hand by fighting a bunch of nobodys
that would disgrace any boxer's
resume, then he too, has taken one
too many blows to the head.
As In any sport, dynasties come
and go, the reasons obvious, the exby Mike Van Roo
As far as the
cuses few. And certainly in the world
contributing
possibl e players
of boxing, dynaSties have reigned
sports writer
strike this year, the·'
from Joe Louis to Rocky Marciano,
owners are going to
to Sugar Ray Robinson, tu
St. Louis Carmake a statement
Mohammed Ali, and currently to
dinal baseball pitsometime by midMike Tyson.
February regarding
cher Greg Mathellls,
Maybe that's whats wrong with
who made a special
a lock-out. "The
boxing at the heavyweight level these
guest appearance
player's want this
days, no competition. Surely the
last Saturday signsettled," Mathews
competitive 19705 had many viable
ing autographs at
said. "A strike
contenders for the heavyweight '
the Mark Thain
would be a drastic
crown, Mohammed Ali, Joe Frazier,
Building during half
statement. A lockGeorge Foreman, and Ken.Norton.
time of the UM-St.
out would give the
Maybe there's some more
Louis-Lincoln men's
owner's leverage at
"Rocky's" out there who can rise up
basketball game, is ·
this point and
out of obscurity and vie for the
doesn't mean an
raring and ready to
heavyweight crown?
Because if you keep throwing peopitch again this SIGNING UP?:St. Louis. Cardinals pitcher Greg Mathews signs automatic strike by
Houska Hustle: Riverwoman Lisa Houska prepares to pass in vicseason after being a ut ograp h.s at t he J an. 2~ UM
ple like Gerry Cooney. who was brief. -St. Louis basketball game. t h e p I ayers. It
tory Jan. 22 against SIU-E 99-94. (Photo by Michelle McMurray)
ly lauded as the next "Great White
out all of last year Mathews IS ready to start pitching to prepare for spring training . wouldn't be to our
Hope," and tumed out -to be the \
due to elbow surgery.
he'll be involved with throwing from the (the player's) advantage to strike this
"Great White Dope" out in the ring
"
'
.
'
1
just want to pitch," Math~ws ~~d. mound on a Monday, Wednesday, and early in the season"
against a fighter well past his prime
. 1Just want to have a good spnng train- Friday routine.
The next UM-St. Louis hockey club Illinois-Wisconsin League on a probalike George Foreman, who looks like
Mathews did seem optimistic about
mg and make the team:' He didn't seem
game will be JanuarY 27 in the North tionarY status. UM-St. Louis will be
he could eat a whole side of beef for
''I'll be ihvolved in game-like situa- th e upcoming season despite the offtoo
concemed
about
where
manager
County Recreation Complex. The competing against Big-lO hockey teams.
lunch if he wanted to. then the sport
tions where I'll be in a league involving field activities hanging over the 1990
The Icemen have requested $24,000 . Whitey Herzog might use him in the pit- college teams," he said. "It'll be just like
Icemen face-off against Principia at
shpuld reexamine what the definition
baseball season. " If the owners don't
ching
rotation.
from the Student Activities Budget
11:00 p.m.
of the word" boxing" is according to
spring training conditions where pit- lock us out. and there's no strike. we'll
The Icemen have recruited three for- . Committee for equipment, uniforms,
Websters New lA/arid Dictionary:
Recently, Mathews has been throwing chers will throw three innnings per play without a contract:' Mathews said.
wards, a defenseman, anda goalie from and ice time. The team wHl raise $6,000
the skill or sporl of fighting with the
practice out at MaryviUe College, and game The weather will be nice and give "The owners could extend the contract
itself through St. Louis Blues ticket rafthe recent tryouts.
fists, especially in padded leather
he plans to leave for California where me a chflIlce to sharpen' my mechanics:' another year."
The team has been accepted into the fles and corporate sponsorships.
mittens (boxing gloves).

B~sketball

Teams Tame Tigers

Division II Gets Big Bucks

Mathews Ready To Pitch Again

Icem en . To Skate Saturday

Classified s
HELP WANTED
EARN $1000's WEEKLY!!
MAKE $500 FOR EVERY 100
ENVELOPES STUFFED, SEND
SELF·ADDRESSED, STAMPED
ENVELOPE TO: EXTRA INCOME UNLIMITED PO. BOX
64899
CHICAGO
IL
60664-0899
ATTENTION-HIRING I Government iobs-your area, Many immediate openings without
waiting
list
or
test .
$17,840-$69,485.
Call
1-602-838-8885. ext r6729.

,

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READING
BOOKS!
$32,000Iyear income potential.
Details. (1)-602-838-8885 Ext.
Bk 6729.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME! 32,000/yr
i""ome potential. Details, (l)
602·838-8885 Ext T6729
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS, Student groups, frats and sororities
needed for marketing proiect
on, campus, For details plus
your FREE GIFT, Group officers
call 1-800-765-8472 Ext 50
EXTRA WEEKLY INCOME
mailing circu lars l No bosses o r
quotas l Spare or full time l
RUSH self-addressed, stamped
envelope: CLC Unlimited, p.o.
Box 205, Florissant, MO 63032,

AIRLINES NOW HIRIN G, Flight
Attendants, Travel Agents ,
Mechanics, Customer Service.
Listing. Salaries to $105K, Entry
level pos itions, Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext, A-2166
GOVERNMENT J08S $16,040
- $59,2301yr. Now Hiring, Call (I)
805-687-6000 Ext. R-2166 for
current federal list.
Telecommun icaror: profes~
sional fund raising firm looking
for mature adults to speak with
people about donations to
prestigious educ.ational institutions, charitible organizations
and cardiac care facilities. Flex·
ible, part-time,
evening,
weekend and day hours also
available. $6/hr to stan. Call
dawn at 531-4503 between
12pm and 4pm.

Pan time lab assistant pos itions
available. IBP-PC experience reo
quired, Pick up applications
from receptionist at 201 J.c.
Penney,
Intramural officia ls needed for
basketball & volleyball. Ex·
perience not required, Selfconfidence and a will to learn
attitude recommended. Pay is
$5.00 per game, Apply at intramural office 203 Mark Twain
10am-4pm Monday·Friday
553· 5125,

eaming $1,000.00 + for a oneweek, on campus marketing
project7 You must be well
organized and hard WOrking,
Can Jenny or Myra at (800) /
592-2121,
FOR RENT
NORMANDY EAST & WEST
APARTMENTS, 1 & 2 Brm,
apanments, hardwood fioors,
appliances, CIA, off street parking, laundry facilities, storage.
$310.00-$325.00
KO HNER
PROPERTIES 862;5955
ROOMMATE NEEDED FREE
HEAT, . FREE WATER, $1751
MONTH, CARPETED AIR CON·
DITIONED 5 MINUTES FROM
UMSL 383-3504 MIKE,

with airlSouth Padre Island,
Book NOW for lowest
prices/best
locations.
1-800-H I-PADRE
ATTENTION: GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (u-repair),
Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions.
Call
1-602-838-8885 ext gh6729.
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT·
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100,
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys, Surplus Buyers Guide,
1-602-838-8885 EXT.A6729,
GOVERNMENT HOMES from
$1 (U repair), Delinquent tax
propeny, Repossessions, Call
(1)805-687-6000 Ext. GH·2166
for current repo list.

MISCELLANEOUS
Student is traveling by car to
Winterhauer,
Florida f or
SPRING BREAK. Need 1·3
passengers to share expenses,
Can drive to any city nonh of
St, Petersburg. Will pick up on
retum trip, Please cali 521-5533.
UM·ST LOUIS WOMEN'S
TENNIS TEAM invites inte rested full · time female
students to attend an organiza'
tional meeting Febru ary 1 at
3:30 pm in 203 Mark Twain
Building, For further information, contact Coach Pam
Steinmetz 203MT 553-5123. .

SPRING BREAK]
Best prices & location for SP,
TX & Cancun, MX. For more info call Karen Smoot 429-1196 or
John Prost 428-5934,

,
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Mise. auto pans. Olds 350
diesel engine heads, vacuum
pump, torque converter, a nd
others. Make offer. Call after
6pm T th F. 361·5578,

Spaz, Miss seeing you on cam·
pus. I still haven't received my
things from the X. What should
I do? Keep in touch, Klaw,
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Summit Lounge
~
Registration Deadline Jan. 29 ~
$10.00 Reg. fee
iC
Sign up 250 U. entre
~
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BEST FUNDRAISERS ON
CAMPUS! Is your fraternity,
sorority or club interested in

FOR SALE

SPRING BREAK

**

CancU!

Delta sigs want to wish
Emedia, Sarah, Bob C. and Tony
a very happy birthday

ir::
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open call auditions for performers 16

SIX FLAGS OVER MID-AMERICA AUDITIONS

years of age or older.

All registmlions begin 30 minutes prior to scheduled call.

SINGERS must bring music in their key
and may be asked to dance. (No
a cappella auditions and no taped
accompaniment, please, A piano
and accompanist will be available,)
DANCERS will be given a combination
by our choreographer and should be
prepared to sing,
CAll-BACK AUDITIONS will be on the
Sunday foliowingGeneral Auditions.
Please be prepared to attend, if
selected,

,

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9 & 10
Six Flags Over Mid-America, Eureka, MO
[Palace Music Hall)
10 a,m , - Call for Dancers, StrollingiStreet
Entertainers, Variety Acts
1 p .m. - Singers' Call
Applications will be available at audition
locotions for Technical and Wardrobe positions,

SIX FLAGS
AN EQUAl OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

,0~

R.y Boston Productions, P,O. Box 3,02, Killington , VT 05751
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Macintosh®computers have always been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars 'on avariety
of Apple®Macintosh computers and peripherals.
.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The .
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.

•
The Macintosh Sale.
Now through January 31.
r: 1'18 9 Apple Compwer. Inc Apple, the Apple IORo,"lid Mac,"lo," art! "II.islerrxilratiemarks ofApple Com""ler. Illc.
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